Revitalize Your
Self-Service Network
As the market evolves, out-of-date technology will hamper your
organization’s ability to accomplish strategic goals. We can help.
GET STRATEGIC WITH YOUR ROADMAP
You can do the bare minimum to avoid fines, or you can take the next step and enhance your network through a strategic technology revitalization program.
You may even find that trying to upgrade your current ATM fleet to ensure compliance is costly and challenging due to aging, legacy infrastructure.
Diebold Nixdorf’s CS Series self-service systems enable you to gain efficiencies and consolidate your upgrade efforts in one streamlined technology
roadmap. Meet industry mandates while leveraging the availability of more secure, modern features to exceed your customers’ changing desires.

Leverage Industry Compliance Deadlines to Add Enhanced Functionality to Your Network
PCI SHA 1 V3 or later devices
End of Life
What is it?
Self-service devices were required to
be converted from SHA1 to SHA256 RKL
by Dec. 31, 2016.
Why is it important?
SHA1 was viewed by the industry as a weak,
out-of-date algorithm. SHA256 is recognized
as a stronger, more secure algorithm.
Benefits include reduced security risk and
PCI compliance.

Encrypted Key Blocks
PCI PTS 3 Sunsetting
What is it?
Effective April, 2020, PCI PTS 3 devices
are no longer approved for new or moved
installations. All devices purchased after this
date must be compliant to PCI PTS 4 or later.
Why is it important?
PCI mandate to continue to enhance
devices and technology towards higher
security standards.

What is it?
Encrypted symmetric keys must be
managed in key blocks for all ATMs
by June 2023.
Why is it important?
This industry mandate will dramatically
increase the security of symmetric
keys that are shared among payment
participants to protect PINs and other
sensitive data.

Microsoft Windows 7 End of Life

Pre-PCI and PCI PTS V1 Visa Sunset

What is it?
Microsoft support for Windows 7 will end in
January, 2020.

What is it?
Pre-PCI PTS V1 devices in Europe must
be replaced with PCI PTS V3 or later devices
by Dec. 31, 2020.

Why is it important?
Any ATMs that have not migrated to Windows 10
will be vulnerable to attacks, no further patches
will be supplied by Microsoft and these systems
will be out of PCI compliance.

Why is it important?
Visa Europe issued this mandate to help protect
customers through more secure PIN Transaction
Security (PTS) at the Point of Interaction (POI).

Don’t wait until these deadlines pass you by. Talk to your DN representative today or visit
DieboldNixdorf.com/ATMFitness to take our ATM Fitness Quiz. Answer a few simple questions and
find out how your fleet’s compliance readiness and customer experience compare to the competition.

DieboldNixdorf.com/ATMFitness

